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Abstract: Objective: To investigate and Study on self efficacy and self nursing intervention on nutritional status and quality of life of
patients with laryngeal cancer after operation. Method: 100 cases of laryngeal cancer patients in our hospital from June 2015 to March 2016
were treated and randomly divided into experimental group and control group, 50 cases in each group. The experimental group adopted the
self efficacy and self nursing intervention, the control group was given routine nursing intervention. To determine the nutritional status of
patients by measuring the hemoglobin, serum albumin and prealbumin levels, evaluate the life quality of the patients with quality of life
scale for WHO. The contrastive analysis of two groups of patients after 1 months of nutritional status and quality of life. Result: 1 months
after surgery, the experimental group of patients with laryngeal cancer were significantly higher than the control group of hemoglobin,
serum albumin and prealbumin, P < 0.01, the difference was statistically significant. The experimental group of laryngeal cancer patients'
quality of life, physical function, psychological function and social function scores were significantly higher than control group, P < 0.01,
the difference was statistically significant. Conclusion: Self efficacy and self nursing intervention can effectively improve the nutritional
status of patients with laryngeal cancer after operation and the quality of life, is worthy of extensive implementation.
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72 years old, the average (44.72 ± 2.56) years old. General data of
Introduction

the experimental group and the control group, P > 0.05, the

At present, China's cancer rate increased year by year, only
[1]

through surgical treatment . The operation is easy to cause patients

difference is not statistical significance.
1.2 Methods

with malnutrition, physical function, psychological function, social

The control group was given routine nursing intervention, the

function disorder and so on, is the main cause of the quality of life of

examination on the patients, medication guidance and psychological

patients with landslide[2]. Therefore, the literature has been put

dredge. The experimental group adopted the self efficacy and self

forward some routine nursing intervention in clinical application, but

nursing intervention on the basis of conventional intervention,

the effect is not ideal[3]. Studies have also reported to take self

according to the patient's personal details, including nursing care

efficacy and self nursing intervention, the patients with the active

plans, rehabilitation training and nutrition recipes, and regular re

participation of nursing, enhance patient initiative, is conducive to

evaluation of patients with function of guidance patients with

[4]

the recovery of patients .

positive exercise, active rehabilitation, while guiding the families of

Based on this, 100 cases of laryngeal cancer patients in our

patients in nursing care, help patients to build confidence and

hospital from June 2015 to March 2016 were treated, observe and

supervise the patients with functional training, improve the quality of

Study on self efficacy and self nursing intervention on nutritional

life of patients. Follow-up after 1 months.

status and quality of life of patients with laryngeal cancer after
operation. We will summarize the report as follows.

1.3 Observation index
Through the measurement and analysis of patients with
hemoglobin, serum albumin and prealbumin levels to determine the

1. Materials and methods
1.1 General clinical data
100 cases of laryngeal cancer patients in our hospital from June
2015 to March 2016. From the experimental group aged 25 to 75
years old, the average (47.51 ± 2.32). The control group aged 24 to

nutritional status. The normal range of hemoglobin content was 120
~ 160g/L, and the female was from 110 to 150g/L, the normal range
of serum albumin was from to 55g/L, and the normal range of
prealbumin was from 240 to 350mg/L. WHO quality of life scale [5]
was used to evaluate the quality of life of patients, and the scores
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were proportional to the quality of life.
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2. Results

1.4 Statistical analysis
2.1 The experimental group and the control group after 1

The clinical data of 100 cases of laryngeal cancer patients

months of nutritional status comparison

treated in our hospital from June 2015 to March 2016 during the

1 months after surgery, the experimental group of patients with

period of using SPSS 18 statistical software for statistical analysis,
with normal distribution measurement data represented by

laryngeal cancer were significantly higher than the control group of

x ±s,

hemoglobin, serum albumin and prealbumin, P < 0.01, the difference

measurement data with t test, P < 0.05, the difference between the

was statistically significant. The results are shown in Table 1.

difference was significant.

x ±s）

Table.1 the experimental group and the control group after 1 months of nutritional status comparison （
Group

Hemoglobin/g/L

Bblood albumin/g/L

Prealbumin/mg/L

130.25±11.18

41.17±2.86

225.53±33.51

110.12±13.39

35.28±4.61

201.12±40.32

t

8.16

7.68

3.29

P

＜0.01

＜0.01

＜0.01

Experimental group
（50 cases）
Control group
（50 cases）

2.2 The experimental group and the control group after 1

function and social function scores were significantly higher than
control group, P < 0.01, the difference was statistically significant.

months of life quality
1 months after surgery, the experimental group of laryngeal

The results are shown in Table 2.

cancer patients' quality of life, physical function, psychological
Table.2 The experimental group and the control group after 1 months of life quality （
Group

x ±s）

Quality of life

Somatic function

Mental function

Social function

69.42±7.43

62.38±9.69

60.43±9.16

63.57±10.67

53.36±10.65

51.62±10.15

42.21±11.52

55.15±9.68

t

8.75

5.42

8.75

4.13

P

＜0.01

＜0.01

＜0.01

＜0.01

Experimental group
（50 cases）
Control group
（50 cases）

efficacy and self nursing intervention on patients is particularly
3. Discussion

important. Self efficacy self nursing basis, increase patients need

Laryngeal cancer is malignant tumor, the surgical approach is

enthusiasm and good attitude you have to complete the rehabilitation.

divided into two parts cut and full cut [6]. Two kinds of operation on

Patients with physical encouragement, guidance and family

the patient's breath, eating a lot of daily life caused trouble, even lead

psychological support, participate in the common nursing methods.

to patients with serious psychological problems, extremely easy to

Improve patients' self efficacy scale consists of the quality of

cause the patients due to eating or other causes of malnutrition .By

life[11].WHO physical function, psychological function and social

measuring and analysis the patients with hemoglobin, serum albumin

function four, according to the scale evaluation of the quality of life

and prealbumin levels can easily determine the nutritional status of

of patients.

[7]

[8]

patients . All three proteins can determine the index of

100 cases of laryngeal cancer patients in our hospital from June

malnutrition . If protein content is low, the hemoglobin, serum

2015 to March 2016 were treated, observe and Study on self efficacy

albumin and prealbumin was significantly reduced. With the

and self nursing intervention on nutritional status and quality of life

progress of medical technology and people's living standard to

of patients with laryngeal cancer after operation. The results of this

improve the rehabilitation of patients with laryngeal carcinoma, the

study show that 1 months after surgery, the experimental group of

quality of life of patients with laryngeal cancer began to focus on the

patients with laryngeal cancer were significantly higher than the

postoperative vulnerable to their own conditions[10].Therefore self

control group of hemoglobin, serum albumin values prealbumin and

[9]
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laryngeal cancer. Tumor spread will lead to decreased elasticity of

[4] Remigio-Baker RA ， AVD Roux ， M Szklo ， RM Crum ， JM

the tissues, resulting in patients with eating difficulties increase,

Leoutsakos ， Physical environment may modify the association

reduce food intake will cause malnutrition in patients, and in patients

between depressive symptoms and change in waist circumference: the

with protein in self-efficacy and self-care joint intervention can

multi-ethnic

accelerate the generation, is to effectively improve the nutritional

55(2):144.

study

of

atherosclerosis.[J].Psychosomatics,

2014,

status[12-13].Patients with laryngeal carcinoma due to physiological

[5] Kichler JC，A Moss，AS Kaugars，Behavioral Factors Influencing

and psychological the pressure, their self-efficacy is generally low.

Health Outcomes in Youth with Type 1 Diabetes[J].Endocrinology,

And the results of the study show that, 1 months after surgery, the

2012, 8(2):77-83.

experimental group of laryngeal cancer patients' quality of life,

[6] Wang HH，ULC Edd，KC Lin，Development and preliminary testing

physical function , psychological function and social function scores

of an instrument to measure healthiness of lifestyle among breast

were significantly higher than the control group. That compared with

cancer survivors[J].International Journal of Nursing Practice, 2015,

the conventional nursing intervention, self efficacy and self nursing

21(6):923–932.

intervention has good effect on stimulating the enthusiasm of

[7] Ottati A，M Feuerstein，Brief self-report measure of work-related

patients, completely changed the original passive mode, and can be

cognitive limitations in breast cancer survivors[J].Journal of Cancer

maintained for a long time, to improve the self nursing ability of

Survivorship, 2013, 7(2):262-273.

patients at the same time, it can enhance the self-efficacy, improve

[8] Ferreira VTK，AV Dibai-Filho，AKD Oliveira，CAFDP Gomes，

the quality of life after surgery, and the KP Arbournicitopoulos. The

ES Melo，，Assessing the impact of pain on the life of breast cancer

research conclusion is consistent[14]. Conclusion patients with higher

survivors using the Brief Pain Inventory[J].Journal of Physical

self-efficacy, suggesting that the self nursing process and actively

Therapy Science, 2015, 27(5):1361-1363.

participate in, the higher the degree of recovery, the better, the more

[9] Smyth EN，S Wei，L Bowman，P Peterson，W John，Patient-reported

can optimize the mentality of the patients, the more can promote the

pain and other quality of life domains as prognostic factors for

self efficacy, thus forming a virtuous circle, is beneficial to patients

survival in a phase III clinical trial of patients with advanced breast

quickly review the family and society.

cancer[J].Health and Quality of Life Outcomes, 2016, 14(1):1-10.

In summary, self efficacy and self nursing intervention can

[10] Ferguson RJ，ST Sigmon，AJ Pritchard，SL Labrie，RE Goetze，

effectively improve the nutritional status of patients with laryngeal

A randomized trial of videoconference-delivered cognitive behavioral

cancer after operation and the quality of life. It can be in accordance

therapy for survivors of breast cancer with self-reported cognitive

with the individual differences of different patients, different

dysfunction[J].Cancer, 2016, 122(11):1782-1791.

guidance to patients, including nursing, related to postoperative

[11] L Battistini，P Burreddu，A Sartori，D Arosio，L Manzoni，

dietary knowledge, the patients feel in their own success before, or

Enhancement of the uptake and cytotoxic activity of doxorubicin in

another successful example. Or to establish their confidence, to

cancer

inform patients of successful rehabilitation, improve patients'

liposomes.[J].Molecular Pharmaceutics, 2014, 11(7):2280-93.

cells

by

novel

cRGD-semipeptide-anchoring

self-efficacy[15]. In order to fundamentally improve the nutritional

[12] Albert J，R Bosque，M Crespo，G García，J Granell，Cyclopalladated

status of patients with laryngeal cancer after operation and the

primary amines: A preliminary study of antiproliferative activity

quality of life, quality of life improved significantly, promote the

through apoptosis induction[J].European Journal of Medicinal

rehabilitation of patients.

Chemistry, 2014, 84C(18):530-536.
[13] Oliveri S，M Masiero，P Arnaboldi，I Cutica，C Fioretti，Health
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